PARASITE is a transcendence of existence, a supernatural interpretation of reality...
Wearing PARASITE is an odyssey to our deepest nature to reveal our "SUPER-SELF".

The PARASITE universe is an enlightened vision of contemporary social themes projected in a world of anticipation.
In 2002, Parasite revolutionized the eyewear industry with its introduction of the active «Stereo» system.

Since then, the brand, always independent, has positioned itself as a leader of design and innovation.

Parasite a révolutionné la lunetterie en 2002 avec son système de maintien actif «Stereo».

Depuis, la marque, toujours indépendante, s’est imposée comme une référence en termes de design et d’innovation.
THE LED TECHNOLOGY IS BASED ON A THIN POLYAMIDE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, SUBJECT TO A VACUUM METAL TREATMENT ON ONE OF ITS SIDE.

BY MODIFYING THE DENSITY OF THE VACUUM METAL TREATMENT WE CAN OBTAIN A VARIETY OF IRIDESCENT COLORS THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE SPECTRUM.

WE ARE ALSO USING THIS TECHNOLOGY ON SOME OF OUR LENSES.

THE ANTI-MATTER OWNS ITS ORIGIN TO A NEW TECHNOLOGICAL PROCEDURE CALLED 3D PRINTING. A LASER BEAM POLYMERIZES LAYER AFTER LAYER A POLYAMIDE POWDER TO BUILD A SOLID COMPACT OBJECT, STRONG, FLEXIBLE AND LIGHTWEIGHT.

L’ANTI-MATIÈRE EST LE RÉSULTAT D’UN PROCÉDÉ TECHNOLOGIQUE D’IMPRESSION 3D. UN LASER POLYMÈRISÉ STRATE PAR STRATE DE LA POUSSIÈRE DE POLYAMIDE POUR FORMER UN CORPS UNIFORME, À LA FOIS SOLIDE, SOUPLE ET LÉGER.

LA TECHNOLOGIE LED S’APPUIE SUR UNE STRUCTURE CRISTALLINE LÉGÈRE EN POLYAMIDE QUI SUBIT UNE MÉTALLISATION SOUS VIDE DE L’UNE DE SES FACES.

LA DENSITÉ DE LA MÉTALLISATION PERMET DE FAIRE VARIER LES EFFETS D’IRISATION DE LA COULEUR SUR TOUT LE SPECTRE.

CETTE TECHNOLOGIE EST AUSSI UTILISÉE SUR CERTAINS DE NOS VERRES.
THE **STEELSKIN MATERIAL** IS A LIGHTWEIGHT STAINLESS STEEL, BOTH FLEXIBLE AND HYPOALLERGENIC. OUR PROPRIETARY METHOD OF CUTTING AND ENGRAVING BY **PHOTOGRAVURE**, ALLOWS US TO PRODUCE RARELY SEEN INTRICATE AND BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS.

**STEELEDKIN**

**LE MÉTAL STEELSKIN EST UN ACIER INOXYDABLE LÉGER, FLEXIBLE ET ANALLERGIQUE. NOTRE PROCÉDÉ SPÉCIFIQUE DE DÉCOUPE ET DE GRAVAGE PAR PHOTOGRAVURE PERMET DE RÉALISER DES DÉTAILS D’UNE PRÉCISION ET D’UNE ESTHÉTIQUE RARE.**

**DESIGN AND MADE IN SUPER FRANCE**

**COMFORT AND LIGHTNESS ARE THE DRIVING FORCES OF OUR PRODUCT DESIGN.**

**MANUFACTURED IN FRANCE, OUR PRODUCT IS OF EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY.**

**LE CONFORT, LÉGÈRETÉ ET TECHNOLOGIE SONT LA LIGNE DE CONDUITE DU DESIGN.**

**LES PRODUITS, FABRIQUÉS EN FRANCE, SONT D’UNE QUALITÉ EXCEPTIONNELLE.**
NEO-PARIS, 2019.
17 YEARS AFTER PARASITE APOCALYPSE...

...SOME SURVIVORS ARE DOING THEIR BEST TO STAY ALIVE...
CHAPITRE 003
REMEMBER THE FUTURE.

CO1, THE HUMAN CYBORG.
CO1 WEARS THE FRAME
EQUAL TO HER SYSTEM
TECHNOLOGY: MICKEY 80.

MICKEY 80 IS THE
CYBER-HUMAN HYBRID
INSPIRED BY THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
PARASITE EYEWEAR AND
POP-CULTURE.
THE APOCALYPSE HAS ERASED ALL MEMORIES...

...EXCEPT ONE.
CHAPITRE 004
ENTER A NEW DIMENSION.

SHA. THE FINAL SURVIVOR OF THE NINJAS ANCESTRY.

A SOLITARY AND INDEPENDENT DRIFTER, WHO NEEDS ONLY HER CYBER 7 EYEWEAR TO TRAVEL TO DEVASTATED LANDS.
LOST IN THIS DIMENSION...

IT'S CALLED...

...PARASITE.
YOU ARE A SURVIVOR.

IT'S IN YOUR DNA.

GENOME 1
54°20' H34
**GENOME 3**

52 □ 20 H38

- C62:
  - Noir/éd
  - Orné/ivoire

- C51:
  - Chromé/orange
  - Chromé/orange

- C72M:
  - Noir anti-matière
  - Bleu anti-matière
  - Noir anti-matière
  - Bleu anti-matière

- C62M:
  - Noir/rouge
  - Orné/ivoire
  - Noir anti-matière

**GENOME 4**

50 □ 20 H40

- C58:
  - Ruthénium/noir

- C58M:
  - Ruthénium/noir
  - Anti-matière

- C92:
  - Bleu nuit/blanc

- C92M:
  - Bleu nuit/blanc
  - Anti-matière blanc

**GENOME 5**

52 □ 18 H36

- C79:
  - Rouge/noir
  - Anti-matière

- C80F:
  - Noir/fluo fushia
  - Anti-matière

- C80M:
  - Noir anti-matière
  - Or/anti-matière

**GENOME 6**

48 □ 23 H39

- C79:
  - Or/rouge
  - Anti-matière

- C80:
  - Noir/fluofushia
  - Anti-matière

- C80M:
  - Or/noir
  - Anti-matière
HUMAN AFTER ALL.

JAY, AS ECCENTRIC AS HIS PROTON 3 FRAMES. JAY IS A SKILLED AND DANGEROUS FIGHTER WITH THE SOUL OF A SUPERSTAR. ALWAYS READY, ALWAYS PREPARED.
PROTON 2
49 □20 H40

PROTON 3
49 □20 H35

PROTON 6
53 □16 H34

C63 GUN/BLACK GUN/NOIR
C72 BLACK/BLUE NOIR/BLEU
C79 GUN/BLACK NOIR/N7
C62 BLACK/RED NOIR/ROUGE
C57 BLACK/ORANGE FLUO NOIR/ORANGE FLUO
C635 GUN/NOIR GYRENN
C59 WHITE/BLACK BLANC/NOIR
C88 BLACK/GUN NOIR/GUN
C72 DARK BLUE/BLACK NOIR/NOIR
ENTER THE PARASITE DATABASE.

DATA 1
63□19 H35

C17
BLACK LINE CHROME
NOIR LINE CHROME

C17A
BLACK RIVO RED
NOIR RIVO ROUGE

C72MA
BLACK ANTI-MATTER BLUE
NOIR ANTI-MATIÈRE BLEU

C63M
BLACK ANTI-MATTER GREY/BLACK
NOIR ANTI-MATIÈRE GRES/NOIR
THE RESULT OF A QUANTUM TRANSFORMATION.
HERE COMES
THE NEW GODS.
CHAPITRE 006
SUPER-HUMAN.

KONGA THE BULLY. THE
KING OF KINGS. HE’S THE
MASTER OF ALL GANGS.

NO MATTER HOW, WHEN OR
WHERE, HE WILL FIND YOU.

CUSTOM DESIGNED FOR
KONGA, HIS EYEWEAR
EXOS 4 BY PARASITE
DESIGN REFLECTS HIS
STRENGTH AND POWER.
ORION C52M
noir / kaki
face kaki anti-matière

HYPERION C63M
noir / gun
face Gris anti-matière

MERCURE 1 C59M
noir/bleu
anti-matière bleu

MERCURE 2 C59M
noir/bleu
anti-matière bleu

jérôme : 30x2
jessie : 10x2
autres : 20x2
Don’t be fooled by her sweet look. Billie may be beautiful, but she can shot you in a blink of an eye.

With the lightness of the Corali Frame, she faster, smarter than everyone else in town.

Try do not fell under her spell, it can kill you.
FLY ME TO THE MOON...
NYMPHEA 2
44□23 H42

C25
or rose
FACE REVO FUSHIA

C25A
or jaune
FACE REVO VERT

C80
BLACK/FUCHSIA
FLUID CRISTAL PINK
NOIR/FUSCA FLUID
CRISTAL ROSE

C79
GOLD/BLACK
FLUID PINK
OR/NOIR
FLUID ROSE

C17
BLACK REVOL GREEN
NOIR REVOL VERT

NYMPHEA 3
52□20 H42

C25
GOLD PINK REVOL PINK
OR ROSE REVOL PINK

C25A
GOLD REVOL GREEN
OR REVOL VERT
FIND YOUR OWN PEACE.
DISCOVER YOUR PARADISE.
CHAPITRE 008
A NEW CHALLENGER.

KERHA, HIS EYES HIDDEN FOR A REASON. HIS NINJA FRAMES PROTECTION FROM VOLUMES OF MEGA-DATA.

ICONIC AND REVERED HACKER.
ALWAYS ONLINE, PREPARED TO LAUNCH CYBER-ATTACK ON ANYONE, ANYWHERE...

...MAYBE YOU?
C25
OR GRIFÉ
FACE AM NOIR

C17
NOIR
FACE AM NOIR

CYBER 7
37 □ 28 H35

C25
SCRATCHED GOLD ANTI-MASS BLACK OR GRIFFE ANTI-MATÉRIE NOIR

C17
BLACK ANTI-MASS BLACK NOIR ANTI-MÂTÉRIE NOIR
CHAPITRE 009
THE PARASITE DESIGN LAB.

FLUME. THE WIND OF WISDOM IS COMING UPON US.

FLUME WEARS SENTINEL MASK TO MEDITATE AND PREPARE.

HAVING LIVED THE PARASITE APOCALYPSE, HE PREACHES PEACE.

BUT... HE FEELS SOMETHING HAPPENING...
DISCOVER OUR UNIVERSE AND ECO-SYSTEM ON PARASITE BRANDBOOK: THE PARASITE DESIGN LAB.

ALL DESIGN LAB PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE.

WWW.PARASITE-DESIGN-LAB.COM

DÉCOUVREZ NOTRE UNIVERSE ET NOTRE ÉCO-SYSTÈME SUR LE BRANDBOOK DE PARASITE: LE PARASITE DESIGN LAB.

TOUS LES PRODUITS DU DESIGN LAB SONT DISPONIBLES EN LIGNE.
WEBSITE PARASITE
www.parasite-eyewear.com

WEBSITE PARASITE STORE
www.parasite-store.com

ENTER INTO PARANORMAL LAB
Instagram @parasite.design
Facebook parasite
parasite@parasite-design.com
Tél. : +33 (0)4 74 46 28 90
www.parasite-eyewear.com

VIDEO
YouTube : Parasite Eyewear
Téléchargement/Download : www.parasite-design.com/VIDEO/video-parasite.zip

BRANDBOOK PARASITE
Discover our universe

POSTERS, VISUALS
60x90cm

PLV
A3 totems

A4 totems

A5 totems

A3 / cards 10x15cm